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SPECIMEN MATERIAL 

Mark schemes are prepared by the Lead Assessment Writer and considered, together with the 
relevant questions, by a panel of subject teachers. This mark scheme includes any amendments 
made at the standardisation events which all associates participate in and is the scheme which 
was used by them in this examination. The standardisation process ensures that the mark scheme 
covers the students’ responses to questions and that every associate understands and applies it in 
the same correct way. As preparation for standardisation each associate analyses a number of 
students’ scripts. Alternative answers not already covered by the mark scheme are discussed and 
legislated for. If, after the standardisation process, associates encounter unusual answers which 
have not been raised they are required to refer these to the Lead Assessment Writer.  
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed 
and expanded on the basis of students’ reactions to a particular paper. Assumptions about future 
mark schemes on the basis of one year’s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding 
principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a 
particular examination paper.  
 
Further copies of this mark scheme are available from aqa.org.uk 
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Section A   Reading 
 
Comprehension questions to be answered in target language but with no AO3 marks 
 
Where the natural answer to a question consists entirely or partly of words or phrases from the 
text, students may use that material without rephrasing it. Minor spelling errors which do not distort 
the meaning will be tolerated. However, the AO2 mark will not be awarded for a response in which 
the student includes irrelevant material or copies inappropriately from the stimulus, eg by ‘lifting’ an 
element from the original which does not match the phrasing of the question set. 
 
 

Qu Key idea Mark Reject/Notes 

01.1 
• ik[uM  ik hux pNjab iv<c hrek kol 

mobaizl Pon hE  
1 

iznHA KedA lzI kNip[Utr wI 

lof nhIM 

01.2 

• ikNnI [umr we b<ce Ked skwehn  (1) 

• Ked wa ivSa kI hE/marWaf ikNnI ku 

hE/Zurm hE jA nhIM  (1) 

2 
[umr,  

ivSa/lfazI/jurm  

01.3 

• kuJ kihNwe hn ik KedA is<Wa jurm iv<c 

vaWa krwI]A hn  (1) 

• bhuqe kihNwe hn ik izs wa kozI sbUq 

nhIM  (1) 

2 1 mark for each detail 

01.4 
• qrIke nal kNm krna is<K lExge  (1) 

• sm<is]a sulJa[ux we qrIke is<Kxge (1) 
2  

01.5 • KedA b<ic]A ¥ gu<seKor bxa[uMwI]A hn 1  
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Summary question 
 
 
Qu 02 Key idea Mark Notes 

Bullet 
1 

 

• lokA iv<c zekqa vWa ke KuSI mnazI jave  (1) 
• ]apxe siB]acar qe rIqI-irvajA  bare 

w<is]a jave  (1) 
 

2 
Accept: v<K v<K WrmA we lokA iv<c zekqa 

il]azI jawI hE 

Bullet 
2 

 

• Srab ]qe niS]A wI vrqoM kIqI jAwI hE  
(1) 

• lfazI]A huNwI]a hn  (1) 
 

2 Accept: puils bulazI jAwI hE 

Bullet 
3 

• lokA ¥ gu]ac rhe irSiq]A wI kwr bare 

pqa l<gega  (1) 

• ]apsI ip]ar iv<c vaWa hovega  (1) 

•  rIqI irvajA bare pqa l<gega  (1) 

3 
Accept: lok cNge gIq sux skxge 

                irSiq]A bare jax skxge 

 
 
 
The marks for content (AO2) and language (AO3) are awarded independently. Long summaries 
will be marked for content (AO2) or language (AO3) only as far as the first natural break (usually 
the end of a sentence or main clause) between 90 and 100 words. Short summaries are not 
subject to an automatic penalty but in practice are unlikely to include all the required content points 
and will therefore be self-penalising. 
 
The AO2 mark is awarded for content points which contain the required information, regardless of 
whether those points are expressed in the student’s own words, or are partly or wholly lifted from 
the recording or text. However, no AO2 mark will be awarded for a content point where the student 
includes irrelevant material or copies inappropriately from the stimulus, eg by ‘lifting’ an element 
from the original which does not match the phrasing of the bullet point.* ‘Lifted’ language will not be 
eligible for credit when the AO3 mark is awarded. 
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*Generic example of ‘lifted’ language: 
 
1 
Text includes  Having finished her studies, she became a doctor. 
Summary task includes the bullet point  • What she did before becoming a doctor 
Correct answer is  She studied 
Student writes in response to that bullet point Having finished her studies, she became a doctor 
No credit for AO1 because the response does not match the phrasing of the bullet point. (Also no 
credit for AO3 because of lifting.) 
 
2 
Text includes … because computers will replace teachers 
Summary task includes the bullet point Technological changes anticipated 
Correct answer is Computers will replace teachers or, to demonstrate successful manipulation 
Teachers will be replaced by computers 
Student writes in response to that bullet point because computers will replace teachers 
No credit for AO1 because the response does not match the phrasing of the bullet point. (Also no 
credit for AO3 because of lifting). 
 
Minor errors are defined as those which do not affect communication. 
 
Serious errors are defined as those which adversely affect communication. 
 
Minor errors include: 
incorrect but close to correct spellings 
incorrect singular/plural agreement. 
 
Serious errors include: 
incorrect verb forms 
incorrect use of pronouns 
missing or incorrect agreements of gender and adjectives. 
 
Complex language includes: 
use of pronouns of all types 
tenses that support conceptual complexity 
connectives supporting a range of subordinate clauses including those requiring subjunctive 
constructions with verbs and verbs followed by infinitive with correct preposition 
use of present and past participles. 
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Mark AO3 quality of language marks in listening and reading summary tasks 

5 
The language produced is mainly accurate with only occasional minor errors. The student 
shows a consistently secure grasp of grammar and is able to manipulate complex 
language accurately where required by the task. 

4 
The language produced is generally accurate, but there are some minor errors. The 
student shows a generally good grasp of grammar and is often able to manipulate complex 
language accurately where required by the task.  

3 
The language produced is reasonably accurate, but there are a few serious errors. The 
student shows a reasonable grasp of grammar and is sometimes able to manipulate 
complex language accurately where required by the task.  

2 
The language produced contains many errors. The student shows some grasp of grammar 
and is occasionally able to manipulate complex language accurately where required by the 
task.  

1 
The language produced contains many errors of a basic nature. The student shows little 
grasp of grammar and is rarely able to manipulate complex language accurately where 
required by the task. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit. 

 
 
 
 
Indicative content  
 
 
Summary 1: 90 words – AO3 5/5 
 
pNjab iv<c mele jax wa [uweS huNwa hE ik ja ke lokA nal iml jul ke zekqa vWazI jave ]qe ]paxe puraxe irvajA bare 
is<K ke  ]apxe siB]acar wI sNBal kIqI jave. pr lok meil]A iv<c  nSe vrq ke ]qe lfazI]A krke  mele wa mhOl 
Krab krwe hn . meil]A iv<c lokA ¥ cNge pase lake [unHA wI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI Ked mukable, cNge sNgIq lzI 
saP-suQre gIq ga[ux vail]A we program ]qe lokA ¥ ]apxe irSiq]A wI kwr lzI numaizSA la ke is<iK]a wexI 
cahIwI hE . 
 
 
 
Summary 2: 90 words – AO3 4/5 
 
pNjab iv<c mele jAwe hn qA ik  lok iml jul ke izk<Te ho ke rihx ]qe ]apxe puraxe irvajA bare is<K ke  ]apxe 
siB]acar wI sNBal krna is<K lEx . pr kzI lok meil]A iv<c Srab pI ke ]qe rOla pa ke qe lfazI]A krke  mele 
wa su]aw hI Krab krwe hn . meil]A iv<c lokA wI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI Ked mukabl  krne cahIwe hE, cNge gIq 
ga[ux vail]A we program krne cahIwa hn qA lokA ¥ ]apxe irSiq]A wI kwr lzI iwKa  ke is<iK]a wexI 
cahIwI hE . 
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Summary 3: 90 words – AO3 3/5 
 
pNjab iv<c  mele krwe hn ik  lok izk<Te ho ke rihx  qe lfazI na krn . lok ]apxe puraxe irvaZ  is<K  krn  ]apxe 
siB]acar is<K lEx nhI qA pqa nhIM lgxa. pr kzI lok Srab pI ke  rOla pa ke qe lfazI]A krke  mele wa su]aw 
hI Krab krwe hn . meil]A iv<c lokA wI ishq TIk krn lzI mEc krn hn. cNge gIq  we program  krne cahIwa 
hn qA lok gNw nhIM suxna .  lokA ¥ ]apxe irSiq]A wI kwr lzI bare ke is<iK]a wex cahIwI hE . 
 
 
 
Summary 4: 90 words – AO3 2/5 
 
pNjab iv<c meela krwe ik lok izk<Te hox KuS h jax qe lfan na krn. lok puraxe irvaZ is<K lEx krn qA ]apxe 
siB]acar pqa la ke rKM l[Uga . pr lok Srab pI ke  ]a k e lfazUI qe rOla krwe pa ke qe lfazI]A krke  mele 
Krab krwe hn . meil]A iv<c lokA wI ishq TIk krn Ked Kd ke gIq krne cahIwa hn qA lok gNwe suxna krn .  
lokA ¥ irSqe bx bx ke numaizS w wex ke [uh is<iK]a kr wex cahIwa hE . 
 
 
 
Summary 5:  90 words – AO3 1/5 
 
quis pNjab iv<c meela kre ik hox KuS h jax lok qe lfx na wuje na . qUN lok nal puraxe irvaZ krn qA ]apxe 
siB]acar  rKM l[Uga. pr lok Srab pI ke  ]a ke kre lfazUI rOla krwe pa ke qe lfazI]A krke  mele Krab hn . 
meil]A iv<c Ked Kd kee gIq krne cahIwa hn qA lok gNwe suxna krn .  lokA ¥ irSqe bx bx ke  w wex ke [uh 
is<iK]a kr wex cahIwa hE . pr mele krna cahiwa meM psnw krwa . 
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Question 3   
 
 
Qu 03 Accept Mark Notes 

3.1 

 
[uwas/wuKI/naKuS/drwa 
 
karx: 

• ]apxe irSqewarA wI]A kbrA kol 
roZ bETwa sI/ 

• ]apxI kbr ]apxe irSqewarA we 
kol cahuNwa sI/ 

• [us wa ]apxe pirvar qe ipNd 
vail]A nal irSqa Kqm ho jaxa 
sI 

 
 

 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Any 1 of 3 
 
 
 

3.2 

[uh cIZA hasl krn iv<c iZ]awa 
iwlcspI lEx lg pze/ 
iz<k wUje nal cIZA pRapq krn lzI 
mukable krn lg pze 

1  

3.3 

• rUfe ¥ pu<q kih ke bula[ux vale 
is]axe lok mu<k gze 

• ijhfe muNde rUfe we h<QA iv<c jvan 
hoze, [uh hux ]apxe kNmA qe 
pirvarA iv<c mgn sn 

• nvIM pIfHI we jvan muNde rUfe ¥ baba 
kih ke bula[uMwe sn 

2 Any 2 of 3 

3.4 suihrwqa 1  

3.5 wOf wOfwa 1  

3.6 qur gze 1  
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Question 4 
 
 

Qu Key idea Mark Notes 

04.1 
• mihNge k<pfe/ju<qI]A KRIwxa  (1) 

• mihNge rEstorEMtA iv<c Kaxe Kaxe  (1) 
2   

04.2 

• mIdI]a wa mShUr lokA we rihx sihx we 

DNg ¥ vWava wexa (1) 

• lokA wa ]apxe wosqA vAg na rih skx 

krke GtI]a mihsUs krna   (1) 

 

2  

04.3 

• cNgI pfHazI lzI imhnq krnI  (1) 

• [uh Biv<K iv<c ]apxa rihx sihx wa DNg 

cux skxge  (1) 

2 
 

 

04.4 
• ]apxe b<ic]A ¥ ]amwnI ]nusar Krca 

krn wI mh<qqa ¥ smJa[ux (1) 
1  
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Question 5 
 
Translation into English 
Acceptable quality of English in translations into English 
 
Errors in spelling  
Where the candidate’s attempted spelling is a recognisable form of the correct spelling and does 
not correspond to another English word, the attempted spelling is accepted eg weight mis-spelt as 
waight is acceptable but mis-spelt as wait gives another word and so causes ambiguity. 
 
Alternative answers 
Examiners will be provided with a range of alternative answers in mark-schemes but in the event 
that these do not legislate for all versions and variations which candidates might produce, the 
guiding principle will be that answers that convey the same intended meaning are accepted.   
 
Successful translation 
Translation will be deemed successful if an English speaker would understand the translation and 
if each element of the original text figures in the translation. 
 
 

Qu 5 
The table below shows the type of answer that is acceptable for each section of the text. 
Award one mark per correct section then divide by two for a final mark out of 10. Half marks 
should be rounded up. 

Box  Accept Reject 

1 bhuq sare lok ]apxa iZ]awa smA  Many people spend  People 

2 kNm qe ibqa[uMwe hn .  a lot of their time at work.  their time 

3 kozI vI izh nhIM cahuNwa  No one wants to   

4  ik [uh ikse qxa] valI nOkrI  in a stressful job difficult 

5 krn iv<c Pis]a rhe .  be stuck in.  

6 izh jax ke wu<K huNwa hE  It is disheartening to know   

7 ik isrP ]TqalI pRqISq pNjabI lok that only 48% of Panjabi 
people  

8 ]apxe kNm qe KuS hn . are happy at work.  

9 iznHA iv<coM lgBg wo iqhazI lokA ne  Two-thirds of these people  

10 ]apxI psNw wI nOkrI cuxI sI, chose the job they liked  
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11 pr hux [uh ]apxe kNm qoM sNquSt nhIM hn . but now they are not satisfied 
with their job. not happy 

12 izh nhIM ho skwa ik  It is not possible that  

13 kozI vI nOkrI  any job   

14 sO pRqISq [uicq hove .  will be 100% appropriate. good 

15 pr je qusIM ]apxa kNm But if you    

16 psNw nhIM krwe,  do not like your job,  

17 qA Saizw [uh smA ]a ig]a hE ik  then perhaps the time has 
come  

18 kozI hor iwlcsp nOkrI weK lzI jave .  to find another interesting job. better 
job/good job 

19 nvIM kNpnI nal nveM isre qoM kNm SurU krn  A new job with a new company  

20 
nal bhuq sarI]A sm<is]avA 
h<l ho skwI]A hn . 

could solve a lot of problems. difficulties 
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Section B  Research project Questions 6-9 
 
Assessment Objectives 2, 3 and 4 
 
Level of response marking instructions 
 
Level of response mark schemes are broken down into levels, each of which has a descriptor. The 
descriptor for the level shows the average performance for the level. There are marks in each 
level. 
 
Before you apply the mark scheme to a student’s answer, read through the answer and annotate it 
(as instructed) to show the qualities that are being looked for. You can then apply the mark 
scheme. 
 
Step 1 Determine a level 
 
Start at the lowest level of the mark scheme and use it as a ladder to see whether the answer 
meets the descriptor for that level. The descriptor for the level indicates the different qualities that 
might be seen in the student’s answer for that level. If it meets the lowest level then go to the next 
one and decide if it meets this level, and so on, until you have a match between the level descriptor 
and the answer.  With practice and familiarity you will find that for better answers you will be able to 
quickly skip through the lower levels of the mark scheme. 
 
When assigning a level you should look at the overall quality of the answer and not look to pick 
holes in small and specific parts of the answer where the student has not performed quite as well 
as the rest. If the answer covers different aspects of different levels of the mark scheme you should 
use a best fit approach for defining the level and then use the variability of the response to help 
decide the mark within the level, ie if the response is predominantly level 3 with a small amount of 
level 4 material it would be placed in level 3 but be awarded a mark near the top of the level 
because of the level 4 content. 
 
Step 2 Determine a mark 
 
Once you have assigned a level you need to decide on the mark. The descriptors on how to 
allocate marks can help with this. The exemplar materials used during standardisation will help. 
There will be an answer in the standardising materials which will correspond with each level of the 
mark scheme. This answer will have been awarded a mark by the Lead Examiner. You can 
compare the student’s answer with the example to determine if it is the same standard, better or 
worse than the example. You can then use this to allocate a mark for the answer based on the 
Lead Examiner’s mark on the example. 
 
You may well need to read back through the answer as you apply the mark scheme to clarify 
points and assure yourself that the level and the mark are appropriate. 
 
Indicative content in the mark scheme is provided as a guide for examiners. It is not intended to be 
exhaustive and you must credit other valid points. Students do not have to cover all of the points 
mentioned in the Indicative content to reach the highest level of the mark scheme. 
 
An answer which contains nothing of relevance to the question must be awarded no marks. 
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Assessment criteria 
 
Each assessment objective should be assessed independently. 
 
Students are advised to write approximately 300 words per essay.  Everything that students write 
must be assessed; there is no word limit.  Students writing the recommended length have access to 
the full range of marks. 
 
Assessment Objective 2 
 

Mark AO2 

9-10 

Very good evaluation of the research topic 
The relevant information from the written source material has been fully 
understood.  This information is consistently linked to research findings to form 
appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

7-8 

Good evaluation of the research topic 
Most of the relevant information in the written source material has been clearly 
understood. This information is often linked to research findings to form 
appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

5-6 

Reasonable evaluation of the research topic  
Some of the relevant information in the written source material has been 
understood. This information is sometimes linked to research findings to form 
appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

3-4 

Limited evaluation of the research topic  
A limited amount of relevant information in the written source has been 
understood. This information is occasionally linked to research findings to form 
appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

1-2 

Very limited evaluation of the research topic 
A very limited amount of the relevant information in the written source has been 
understood. This information is rarely if ever linked to research findings to form 
appropriate arguments and conclusions. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit. 

 
For guidance on the evaluation of the written source in relation to the research findings, examiners 
are advised to refer to the indicative content for these questions. AO2 marks should be awarded 
for the success with which students have demonstrated their understanding of the written source 
provided and linked information in that source to their research findings. For examples, see items 
marked ‘AO2’ in indicative content. 
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Assessment Objective 3 
 

 
 
Minor errors are defined as those which do not affect communication. 
 
Serious errors are defined as those which adversely affect communication. 
 
Minor errors include: 
incorrect but close to correct spellings 
incorrect singular/plural agreement. 
 
Serious errors include: 
incorrect verb forms 
incorrect use of pronouns 
missing or incorrect agreements of gender and adjectives. 
 
Complex language includes: 
use of pronouns of all types 
tenses that support conceptual complexity 
connectives supporting a range of subordinate clauses including those requiring subjunctive 
constructions with verbs and verbs followed by infinitive with correct preposition 
use of present and past participles. 
 

AO3 

9-10 

The language produced is mainly accurate with only occasional minor errors. The 
student shows a consistently secure grasp of grammar and is able to manipulate 
complex language accurately. The student uses a wide range of vocabulary appropriate 
to the context and the task. 

7-8 

The language produced is generally accurate, but there are some minor errors. The 
student shows a generally good grasp of grammar and is often able to manipulate 
complex language accurately. The student uses a good range of vocabulary appropriate 
to the context and the task. 

5-6 

The language produced is reasonably accurate, but there are a few serious errors. The 
student shows a reasonable grasp of grammar and is sometimes able to manipulate 
complex language accurately. The student uses a reasonable range of vocabulary 
appropriate to the context and the task. 

3-4 
The language produced contains many errors. The student shows some grasp of 
grammar and is occasionally able to manipulate complex language accurately. The 
student uses a limited range of vocabulary appropriate to the context and the task. 

1-2 
The language produced contains many errors of a basic nature. The student shows little 
grasp of grammar and is rarely able to manipulate complex language accurately. The 
student uses a very limited range of vocabulary appropriate to the context and the task. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit. 
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Assessment Objective 4 
 
Research project essay   Assessment Objective 4 

Mark Descriptors 

17-20 

Very good critical and analytical response 
Very good knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay.  
Students consistently select relevant information to support their arguments.  They 
consistently use appropriate evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a very 
good evaluation of the research topic. 

13-16 

Good critical and analytical response 
Good knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay. Students 
often select relevant information to support their arguments.  They often use appropriate 
evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a good evaluation of the research topic. 

9-12 

Reasonable critical and analytical response 
Reasonable knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay. 
Students sometimes select relevant information to support their arguments.  They 
sometimes use appropriate evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a 
reasonable evaluation of the research topic. 

5-8 

Limited critical and analytical response 
Some knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay. Students 
occasionally select relevant information to support their arguments.  They occasionally use 
appropriate evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a limited evaluation of the 
research topic. 

1-4 

Very limited critical and analytical response 
A little knowledge and understanding of the research topic covered in the essay. Students 
rarely select relevant information to support their arguments.  They rarely use appropriate 
evidence to justify their conclusions, demonstrating a very limited evaluation of the research 
topic. 

0 The student produces nothing worthy of credit in response to the question. 
 
 

AO4 marks should be awarded for relevant evidence drawn from the student’s individual research 
(ie evidence beyond that in the written source text provided) and for the success with which students 
use that evidence in their essay. (For examples, see items not marked as AO2 in indicative 
content).  
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Indicative content 
 
 
Research topic 6:  Women in Panjabi society 
 
karj-sQan qe ]OrqA wI igxqI vWx nal rvaizqI pirvark jIvn qe ]sr pEx we qrIik]A wa ivSleSx kro . 
 
• Additional income benefits the whole family (A02) 

• Inequality of domestic responsibilities between husband and wife (A02) 
• Childcare can be helpfully provided by extended family (A02) 
• Having a career can impact on choice to have children and when (A02) 

• Working women can inspire their own children to achieve 
• Working women seen as more equal in the eyes of the family 
• Access to more affluent lifestyle for the family because of increased disposable income 
• Greater interaction between fathers and children due to shared accountabilities/ responsibilities 

within the family 
• Potential to have a more influential role in decision making within the family unit as a working 

woman 
• Impact on marriage decisions for young Panjabi women 
• Changes in family values with increase in the number of working Panjabi women 
 
 
Research topic 7:  Social issues in the Panjab 
 
grIbI iks h<w q<k nOjvan pNjabI lokA wI jIvnSElI iv<c h<wbNwI pEwa krwI hE ? ivSleSx kro ik hal hI we 
salA iv<c srkar izs  sm<is]a ¥ sNboWn krn iv<c ik<QOM q<k sPl rhI hE .  
 
 
• Portrayal of current situation regarding child labour (AO2) 

• Law/government’s failure to implement the law (AO2) 

• Compulsory education for all is only on paper (AO2) 

• Work places where under-aged children are employed in the Punjab (AO2) 

• Nature of work these children are undertaking 

• Issues and concerns regarding these children’s health and safety 

• New government initiatives to eradicate child labour  

• International attitude towards child labour in the Asian sub-continent 

• Free elementary education for all children in government schools 

• Consequences for employers employing children 
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Research topic 8:  Tourism in the Panjab 
 
pNjab srkar ne iz<k jA iZ]awa sEr-spate wI]A QavA qe sElanI]A we qjrib]A iv<c ikveM suWar il]Awa hE ? 
srkar wu]ara cu<ke izh kwm ik<QOM q<k sPl rhe hn ? 
 
 
• Latest development in the Punjab eg roads, shopping malls, international companies (AO2) 

• Amritsar airport and facilities for the tourists (AO2) 

• Changing attitude of government and development of different projects (AO2) 

• Security of tourists and other people at tourist sites at night (AO2) 

• Need to attract tourists and develop tourism as an industry  

• Economic impact of tourism 

• Modernising infrastructures for travelling and other facilities 

• Development of heritage and protecting it 
 
 
 
Research topic 9:  Partition of the Panjab in 1947 
 
pNjabI smaj ¥ pRBaivq krn valI]A GtnavA iv<coM pNjab wI vNd ¥ sB qoM wrwnak Gtna mNin]a jAwa hE . 
qusIM izs nZrIze nal ik<QoM q<k sihmq ho ]qe ik[uM ? 
 
• Historical context – British rule (AO2) 

• Religious movement – tension in communities (AO2) 

• India’s partition – Pakistan (East and West) (AO2) 

• Impact/damage to families and business caused by the partition (AO2) 

• Anti-social activities during the partition  

• Consequences and impact on society 

• Issues of leadership and freedom 

• Help/compensation for refugees 
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